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The second condition for an interchangeable set: in the cycloL dal system is that the size of Ike describing circle shall be constant. If the diameter of the describing circle equals the radius of the smallest pinion's pitch circle, the Hanks of this pinion's teeth will be radial lines, and the tooth will therefore be thinner at the base than at the pitch line. As the gears increase in si/,c with this constant size of describing circle, the teeth grow thicker at the base; hence the weakest teeth are those of the smallest pinion.
It is found unadvisable to make a pinion with less than twelve teeth. If the radius of a fifteen-tooth pinion In* selected for the diameter of the describing circle, the flanks which bound a space in a twelve-tooth pinion will be very nearly parallel, and may therefore be cut with a milling-cutter. This would not be possible if the describing circle were made larger, causing the space to become wider at the bottom than at the pitch circle. Therefore the maximum describing circle for milled gears is one whose diameter equals the pitch radius of a fifteen-tooth pinion and it. is the one usually selected. Kach change in the number of teeth with constant pitch causes a change in the size of the pitch circle. Hence the form of the tooth outline, generated by a describing circle of constant diameter, also changes. For any pitch, therefore, a separate cutter would be required corresponding to every number of teeth, to insure absolute accuracy. Practically, however, this is not necessary. Tin* change in the form of tooth outline is much greater in a small gear, for any increase in the number of teeth, than in a large one. It is found that twenty-four cutters will cut all possible gears of the same pilch with sufficient practical accuracy. The range of these cutters is indicated in the following table, taken from Brown and Sharpe's "Treatise on Gearing."
These same principles of interchangeable sets of gears with cy-cloidal tooth outlines apply not only to small milled gears as above, but also to large cast gears with tooled or untooled tooth surfaces,

